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Virtual Technical Meeting

6-7:30PM • Thursday, February 11, 2021
REGISTER HERE:
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/4503027193987327501
The presentation will be done virtually, via the GO TO WEBINAR platform, and is open to
ANYONE worldwide to join us that day at (6PM Eastern Standard Time)

Freaking Out in Resistance Welding
On February 11th, Don DeCorte, Vice President
of Resistance Welding Products at RoMan Mfg., will
give a short 35-minute presentation on the effects
of increasing primary frequencies in MFDC
resistance welding controls and power supplies for
use in automotive manufacturing. For many years,
the “world standard” primary operating frequency
for MFDC resistance welding controls and power
supplies for use in automotive applications, has
been 1,000 HZ. In recent years, a few Automotive
OEM’s and Tier 1 suppliers have started to use MFDC
resistance welding controls and power supplies
operating at 1,200-2,000 HZ. Don will explain the
advantages, disadvantages, and practical limits,
of increasing the operating frequency of the
equipment.

Chairman’s Message
John Pippin, Jr.
Check out the latest videos
published by the American
Welding Society on its
YouTube page.
AWS Technical Nights are open to
everyone! We encourage that
members bring students and nonmembers to learn more about our
organization and industry.

Affiliated With

Hello FREE BEER now
that I have your attention,
we are back at it (in the
virtual world), let me make you aware of a
few items coming our way. Oh and the beer
will need to come out of your frig for this.
This month’s virtual technology meeting
will be “Freaking Out In Resistance
Welding” presented by the one and only
Don DeCorte, Vice President of Resistance
Welding Products at RoMan Mfg., and past
Chairman (2005/06) of the Detroit section.
This meeting is scheduled for February 11,
2021 @ 6 pm. Here is a link for more

Don DeCorte Bio
An AWS Life Member
“40 years.” Don held
numerous positions with
the AWS Detroit Section
including, Detroit
Section Chairman
2005/06. Served as an
AWS National Director at Large for
2009-2011. AWS Counselor, RWMA
Chairman-2020/2021. Don graduated
from RETS Electronics School 1979 as
Certified Industrial Electronic
Technician. He is an AWS-CRWT
(Certified Resistance Welding
Technician,) and has worked in
virtually all aspects of the Resistance
Welding Industry since 1979.

information and to register: FREAKING
OUT IN RESISTANCE WELDING | RoMan
Manufacturing (romanmfg.com)
I would like to let you know about the
March Technical Night Presentation as
well so you can save the date, March 11,
2021 “The Benefits of Capacitor Discharge
(CD) Welding.”
The March 11th Detroit Section
Technical Night will have a presentation
hosted by Technical Sales & Solutions (TSS)
and Weld Systems Integrators, Inc. (WSI).
The presentation will explore the
Capacitive Discharge (CD) process and
attributes of using Medium Scale Capacitor
Discharge for projection welding of
“Chair’s Message” continued on page 9
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ANNOUNCEMENT FOR ALL SCHOOLS
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Two Separate Grant Opportunities for Your School
PLEASE

READ

1

#

AWS Foundation Welder Workforce Grant – National
DUE DATE April 01, 2021
The AWS Foundation is committed to securing the future of the welding industry by positively impacting
welding education. The Welder Workforce Grant is the latest effort to ensure a skilled workforce is ready when
industry calls.
This year, the AWS Foundation will award up to $300,000 to improve and expand training programs and institutions to increase the
number of welding graduates across the country. Please note that starting in 2019 Applicants must be both AWS Educational
Institution Member and SENSE Registered to apply for the Welder Workforce Grant.

You must visit this website and follow the instructions for applying: Click here

2

#

Detroit Section Welder Workforce Grant – Eligible school geographic locations
The AWS Detroit Section Welder Workforce Grant eligible schools reside in our section boundaries which include the Lapeer, Macomb, Oakland,
St. Clair, and Wayne counties in the state of Michigan; and Essex, Chatham-Kent, and Sarnia-Lambton counties in the province of Ontario.
Schools are also eligible if they reside in Livingston, Monroe or Washtenaw counties in the State of Michigan.

DEADLINE TO APPLY ONLINE IS April 01, 2021
The AWS Detroit Section Welder Workforce Grant is a $15,000 grant open to any training program or institution
within the boundaries of the Detroit Section. Applicants for the Detroit Section Welder Workforce Grant do not
need to meet the requirements of being SENSE Registered and Education Institution Member.
The AWS Detroit Section in with its commitment to local schools and educators established this endowed grant in partnership with
the AWS Foundation. The grant is awarded in parallel to the AWS Foundation national funds. Schools in the Detroit section boundaries
are eligible for these monies as well as the monies from the Foundation. It is recommended that schools applying contact the AWS
Detroit Section Grant committee and request a letter of recommendation. The contact is Wesley Doneth – 810-844-2800 or
doneth.wesley@fronius.com. The grant was made possible thru the AWS Detroit section due to our members and the commitment
of supporting companies.

You must visit this website to see the requirments and instructions for applying: Click here

Grants up to $25,000 are available for secondary and post-secondary education/training institutions to enhance and improve
welding programs resulting in an increase in the number of welding graduates and/or the number of graduates successfully
placed in welding or welding-related jobs.
FUNDS MAY BE USED FOR: Welding or metalworking equipment purchases or upgrades; Facility improvements; Capital items;
Ccomputers, computer-based training systems.
FUNDS CANNOT BE USED FOR: Any program or area not related to welding education/training; Travel expenses; Personnel or to
expand teaching staff; Student tuition or scholarships; Textbooks or teaching materials; Classroom or lab materials and/or supplies;
Personal protective equipment; Indirect costs.
No grants will be given to individuals.

You must visit both of these websites to apply for ALL GRANTS: aws.org/foundation/page/welder-workforce-grant
aws.org/foundation/page/detroit-section-grant

steve.gucciardo@fcagroup.com
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INTRODUCTION:
To get predictable
results from the
resistance spot welding
process it requires a
correct theory of how
the process operates
and
a
correct
expectation of how welding parameters
interact to form a weld. Knowledgeable
people often disagree about how the
process works. For instance, an abstract
question arose in a recent AWS D8D
committee meeting about the nature of
the variations in the expulsion condition,
minimum weld size, and current level
conditions. The statement was made that
the current levels for these limits were
“statistical” in nature. While these limits
can be described by statistical procedures,
it is important to note the underlying
practical implications of how the weld
grows and how these typical limits vary.
The origin of the inherent variations
surrounding the minimum and expulsion
conditions are best described by what these
values represent. The minimum weld size
condition is described by the act of weld
nugget creation. The weld current that
achieves this weld size is defined after a
number of other welding conditions have
been specified (electrode face diameter,
weld force, weld time, etc.). The minimum
weld size has a generally accepted
definition (usually defined by 4 x √t, where
t is the thickness (mm) of the thinnest
sheet). The action of specifying a minimum

Resistance Weld Lobe Data Variability
By Warren Peterson
Warren Peterson is the Welding Technical Director at United Technical. You can reach
Warren at United Technical, or inquiries can be forwarded by contacting the eBulletin.

size will inherently skew the distribution
of currents that are used to repeatedly
measure this phenomenon as shown in
Figure 1. The Minimum Current is skewed
to the right of point “M.” It is more likely
to measure minimum weld sizes at higher
current levels vs “M, but less likely to get
minimum sizes at currents much below
“M.” The practical implication of this in
Design-of-Experiments (DoE) testing will
be described later.
Similarly, the expulsion weld size condition is described by the act of weld nugget
retention. The weld nugget has already
been established (minimum condition)
and continued increases in current produce
increasing weld size. There are many
papers describing this process. In any case,
expulsion occurs when the weld size
(diameter) grows in excess of the pinching
forces impressed on the sheet surfaces by
the electrode face and weld force that
prohibit ejection of metal. Expulsion is
avoided if the material at the weld
periphery can effectively pinch the metal
at edges of the molten pool (under
hydrostatic pressure). The severity of
expulsion is relatively complex, but
includes the level of hydrostatic pressure,
the cleanliness of the weld interface (faying
interface), the ability to re-establish the
seal surrounding the molten pool, etc. The
Expulsion Current is skewed to the left of
the Expulsion point, “E” in Figure 1. It is
more likely to get expulsion to occur at
lower current levels vs “E,” but less likely
to extend the expulsion point to currents

Figure 1 – Fundamental Relationships in the Variations in Minimum and Expulsion
Currents due to Scatter from Repeated Testing

much above “E” on repeated testing. The
practical implication of this in Design-ofExperiments (DoE) testing will be described
later.
There are fundamental differences between
the nature of minimum and expulsion
points in current range testing. The minimum current level is a very unstable welding condition (vs “E”). It is affected by all
of the common weld factors (electrode face
diameter, weld force, weld time, material
conditions, etc.) and all of the” two-factor”
interactions between welding para meters. Nearly any change in the welding
conditions can easily alter the minimum
weld size. Consequently, it becomes a
“snap-shot” of welding conditions at that
instance. Conversely, expulsion is a
relatively stable welding condition (vs
“M”). It is generally affected only by
selections of electrode face diameter, weld
time, weld force, and a “two-factor” interaction between weld time and weld force.
The list of conditions influencing expulsion
are relatively “established” by their
nature. This is not to indicate that there is
not variation in the current levels that
establish these conditions, but rather to
describe the relative stability of the two
phenomena.
The current range (CR) is a normally
distributed quantity because it represents
the difference in current levels between
two conditions. Since it is typically
normally distributed, it is responsive to
the variations in the minimum and
expulsion weld current levels. There are
some well established relationships
(mathematical equations) that can relate
the variations in these quantities. But first,
the concept of COVARIANCE is
needed. Covariance is always described
by the relative relationship between two
quantities. It is the ability to predict the
value of one quantity when the other
quantity is known. In other words, if one
is doing repeated current range testing
(same materials, same parameters), then
if the minimum current is known, then it
is possible to “guess” the value of the
expulsion current based on past results. Or,
in defining the limits on a weld lobe, once
we know the minimum current and we
“Science & Technology” continued on pg 14

Advertiser

Spotlight
COR-MET, INC
Engineer your own chemistry for arc spray wire with COR-MET. If you
need large diameter electrodes, high deposition welding wire, and
special manufactured equipment – COR-MET INC makes it.
COR-MET started manufacturing cored wires in 1972. In 1995 CorMet started to manufacture coated stick electrodes. Cor-Met has
expanded over the years and currently occupies a 110,000 sq-ft building
in Brighton, MI. All of the manufacturing, development, testing and
training is done at this single location. Brighton is located about 35
miles west of Detroit Michigan USA.
COR-MET manufactures a wide selection of sizes and alloys in cored
welding wire with sizes ranging from .035" to 3/16". The alloys are low
alloy steels to nickel and cobalt base alloys. Alloys are available for
resistance to high temperatures, corrosion and abrasion. Wires are

AWS DETROIT SECTION
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Chairman ..... John Pippin
Treasurer ..... Andre Young
Secretary ..... Dan Wellman
First Vice-Chair ..... Eric Lichtfusz
Second Vice-Chair ..... Mark Gugel
First Assistant to Chair ..... Donnie Crist
Second Assistant to Chair ..... Russell Webster
Third Assistant to Chair ..... Ashley Jones
eBulletin Editor ..... Forrest Lissner
Webmaster ..... Amberlee Haselhuhn
Advertising ..... Ashley Jones
Hotline Coordinator ..... Cody Nichols
Meeting Reservations ..... Jason Workman
For Advertising Opportunities Contact Ashley Jones
ashleywebel@gmail.com

Follow Us: awsdetroit.org

Membership Stats
UPDATED BY DAN GALIHER, (danielgaliher52@gmail.com)
AWS Detroit Membership Services. For Membership specific questions, contact Dan.

Membership stands at 962; 64 corporate members;
total membership at end of 2020 was 1026.
This year AWS Detroit is anticipating handing out service awards
to 7 members for 25 years of participation, 6 members for 35 years
of participation, and an award for 1 member who has been
participating for 50 years.

12500 Grand River Rd
Brighton, MI 48116-8326 United States
Website: www.cor-met.com
Cored Welding Wire
Headquarters: Brighton, Michigan
Type: Corporation Independent
Founded: 1972

available to join, repair, and overlay tool steels, nickel base high alloy
steels, cast iron and stainless steels.
COR-MET also manufactures shielded metal arc welding electrodes
and processes a complete selection of solid TOOL STEEL wires and alloy
steel wires that are used for TIG and MIG when the application demands
a high quality wrought filler material.
Aside from their ability to make special alloys and sizes as requested,
COR-MET also offers prototype and production welding services, and
training of welders and procedure documentation.

CHAIR’S MESSAGE continued from pg 1
fasteners. It will also stream videos demonstrating the
process. Topics covered in this presentation will include:
1) Overview of CD Welding
2) Projection Welding with a CD Power Source
3) Hot Stamped Boron Steel Case Study Utilizing CD
Projection Welder
4) Contact vs Bulk Resistance and the Heat Affected
Zone (HAZ)
5) Welder Design Considerations
6) Question & Answer Session
Coming in the following months as well Patrons Night
and Awards Night. We at the Detroit section will continue
to push on even in the temporary virtual world.
Be sure to check out our Hotline articles and if you
have an item you would like to see published reach out
to our Hotline Editor Cody Nichols. As a reminder, the
“Hotline” section is devoted to topics that are general
interest items for members of the Detroit Section.
We will be holding elections for board positions soon
so if you have an interest in being part of the board pleas
reach out to myself, Mike Palko or any board member.
Thanks, and stay safe and healthy,
John

February Hotline
This is a friendly reminder to please submit
“Hotline” articles for the AWS Detroit Section’s
E-Bulletin. If you have any articles that you
would like to get into the eBulletin please email
them to Cody.Nichols@midwayproducts.com
no later than 3p on the 15th of the month, for
inclusion in the next publication. Please submit
them in Microsoft Word format and feel free
to include photos.
As a reminder, the “Hotline” section is devoted
to topics that are general interest items for
members of the Detroit Section. General interest
items can include job openings, jobs wanted,
personnel changes, announcements of special
meetings, events, educational opportunities,
seminars, obituaries and any other items that
may interest the members of the Detroit Section.

Apply for an AWS Foundation
Scholarship before March 1

mdgugel@uss.com

AWS: Students studying welding or a related
field can earn up to $6,000 in AWS Foundation
scholarship funding by applying online.
Scholarships are available for students attending trade schools, community colleges, and
four-year universities.

Become An AWS Technical
Committee Member Today
AWS: Volunteers on AWS Technical Committees
provide the knowledge to develop standards
and other technical publications to serve the
ever-changing welding industry. With more
than 200 technical committees dedicated to
the development of standards, there is an
opportunity for everyone to contribute.

dan.wellman@obarausa.com

wpeterson@unitedtech1.com

AWS National District 011
Director Phil Temple, and Deputy Director
Mark Rotary, have been tasked with determining
the recipients of up to five scholarships that
will be handed out at welding contests. Mr.
Temple announced that National Scholarship
applications are due by March 1 and Detroit
Section Scholarships applications are due by
April. Mr. Temple acknowledged the experience
gained over the the past year, and remains
hopeful for a return to normalcy.
With an in-person technical program in March
hosted by WSI, Mr. Temple’s hopes are becoming
reality. Reaching beyond, Robert Watson spoke
with Samantha Farrugia, CEO at Women Who
Weld. (Women Who Weld is a charity weld
training organization that AWS Detroit supports.)
It was reported that they would be extremely
interested in volunteering their facility and
giving a presentation for a potential technical
meeting once restrictions on public gatherings
subside.

Excellence in Welding
SCHOOLCRAFT COLLEGE: Friday, December
4th, following an announcement Mark Rotary
gave last month, he visited Coley McLean at
the Schoolcraft College Manufacturing and
Engineering Center (MEC) welding lab south
of I-96 (Jeffries expressway) on 13001 Merriman
Road in Livonia about 10 minutes from the
main campus.
Mark stated, “the new 48,000 square-foot
facility more than doubles the previous space
on the main campus and will house programs
in: Biomedical Engineering Technology, CAD,
Engineering Technology, Electronics, Manufacturing Technology/CNC, Mechatronics,
Metallurgy and Materials Science, Plastics
Technology, and Welding.” Continuing on,
“The welding lab was spacious, well organized
and had approximately 35 weld booths. This
is a great feeder program for the new Bachelors
in Welding and Metallurgical Engineering

Technology at Wayne State University. I am
excited to see how the program will grow.”
Mr. Rotary is also recommending that this new
site is considered for future AWS Detroit High
School Welding Contests. He states that SCC
is where the contest was held for most of its
existence, it is a central location and may promote more attendance from Detroit schools,
it has the necessary space it lacked in the past,
and that it promotes a new facility and allows
students & educators to experience it.
AWS National has two CWI exams scheduled
in Detroit this year. Eric Lichtfusz announced
that they will take place in May and October.
It was announced that Dan Wellman
retired from Obara in January 2021. With
no hesitation or resistance, Mr. Wellman
graciously pledged his continued support
for AWS Detroit activities.
Hotline continued on page 12

HOTLINE continued from pg 10

March Technical Meeting

Thursday, March 11
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Hosted By:
Bob Kollins, Senior Application Engineer, Technical Sales & Solutions, Ltd.
Allen M. Agin, Regional Manager, Weld Systems Integrators, Inc.
Adam Studzenski, Operations Manager, Weld Systems Integrations, Inc.

The Benefits of Capacitor Discharge (CD) Welding
The March 11th Detroit Section Technical Night will have a presentation
hosted by Technical Sales & Solutions (TSS) and Weld Systems Integrators,
Inc. (WSI). The presentation will explore the Capacitive Discharge (CD) process
and attributes of using Medium Scale Capacitor Discharge for projection
welding of fasteners. It will also stream videos demonstrating the process.
Topics covered in this presentation will include:
1) Overview of CD Welding
2) Projection Welding with a CD Power Source
3) Hot Stamped Boron Steel Case Study Utilizing CD Projection Welder
4) Contact vs Bulk Resistance and the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ)
5) Welder Design Considerations
6) Question & Answer Session
BOB KOLLINS has been employed in the resistance welding
industry for 29 years. He began his career with Unitek Miyachi in
1992 as a Senior Applications Engineer and later as a Regional
Manager. Bob has 14 years’ experience welding Fasteners to Hot
Stamped Boron Steels. He is currently a Senior Applications Engineer
with Technical Sales & Solutions, Ltd.
ALLEN M. AGIN is a Regional Manager at Weld Systems Integrators,
Inc. and a sustaining member of AWS and RWMA. He has been
involved in applications, training and sales of resistance welding
equipment since 1968. Allen has authored, co-authored and
presented to the American Institute of Steel Engineers, AWS and
PMA.
ADAM STUDZENSKI is the Operations Manager for Weld Systems
Integrators, Inc. where he began his career in the industry more
than 20 years ago. Currently, he is heavily involved in sales,
manufacturing, and lab research & development. Adam has been
working with Automotive OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers welding
fasteners to hot stamped boron material since 2007.

The Engineering Society of Detroit Affiliate Council
held a zoom video conference with speaker Barb Aylesworth,
the Program Coordinator for The Rouge River Archives. The
Archives have information from 1955 to 1995 on PFAS
contamination, groundwater contamination, micro plastic,
fatbergs (baby wipes), flooding, storm water management,
engineering data, and dumping of oil in the Rouge River. The
archives were started due to a fire on the Rouge River in 1946.
To search for information on the Rouge River Archives go to:
https://elibrary.wayne.edu/search/ then enter “rouge river
archive.” The archives are in Purdy/Kresge Library 1st floor
room 133 on the Wayne State campus. Due to Covid 19 you
need to schedule an appointment with contact Barb Aylesworth
at as6348@wayne.edu

Our Mission
Our mission is to advance the science, technology and
application of welding and allied joining and cutting
processes worldwide, including brazing, soldering and
thermal spraying.
AWS Detroit provides support for the industry in many
ways, including:
• Institutional Grants (endowment based)
• Scholarships through Application (endowment based)

Follow Us: awsdetroit.org

Social Media Update
AS OF JANUARY 7, 2021
UPDATED BY ERIN LALINSKY
Assignment / Activity / Questions: Facebook/LinkedIn Coordinator

During the past month LinkedIn page has had:
• 15 new posts
• 2,577 total members

• Scholarships through aptitude (HSWC)
• Vocational Support (case by case but budgeted each
year)
• Institution (e.g. supply gas and materials)
• Local Contest (e.g. travel expense)
• International Contest (e.g. travel expense)
• Student Memberships (evaluated each year)
• Student Chapter (evaluated each year)
• Technical and Educational Opportunities

brian.peterson@cntrline.com

During the past month
Facebook has had:
• 16 posts
• 1,137 people engaged
• 17 page likes
with the posts
• 93 page views • 7,863 total page
• Posts reached
likes
8,407 people
Please take a moment to summarize the information
you will be reporting in tonight’s meeting. Kevin Teng
- Recording Secretary Zhenke.Teng@gm.com

Science & Technology continued from pg 6
have established the first expulsion point, we can make a good
“guess” on the next expulsion point (assuming the electrode
face had not substantially changed in the process). We inherently
use this relationship, without realizing it, when we perform
current range testing.
There is a high COVARIANCE between “M” and “E” (e.g.
COV(M,E)). Or, when either “E” or “M” is known, one can generally
predict the occurrence of the other condition (“guess” the current
where it will occur). The mathematical relationship is:
VAR(E-M) = VAR (E) + VAR(M) – 2COV(M,E)
Where VAR is the variance (square of the standard deviation)
and COV is defined in many textbooks. For our purposes, VAR
and COV represent variability in test data.
The equation above can be re-arranged into:
VAR (E) + VAR(M)
=
VAR(E-M)
+
2COV(M,E)
(Random current variations) = (Variation in CR) + (Covariance M,E)
This relationship says that the sum of the variations in current
range testing can be broken down into variations in current
range (CR) widths and variations in current levels (minimum,
and, expulsion). This is shown as current level and current range
variations in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 shows the variation in
current ranges. The green and the red current ranges vary in
width about an average line. This is referenced by the horizontal
bars above these two current ranges. Figure 3 shows the variation
in current levels. The tan (“A”), gray (“B”), and the red (“C”)
current ranges have the same current range values but vary in
current level about an average line. The current ranges shift to

Figure 2 - Fundamental Relationship in Variation in Current
Range due to Scatter from Repeated Testing

lower or higher current levels. The shifts in current levels in
Figure 3 (horizontal lines for A, B, and C) can be referenced
relative to the same horizontal lines as used in Figure 2 to
describe variations in current range (horizontal lines above the
curves).
The practical implications of these findings have many
applications for improving our understanding of current range
test data. One of the most important applications is its use in
Design-of-Experiments (DoE) testing. Because of the skewed
nature of the minimum and expulsion current lines, a correct
interpretation of current range testing is obtained by using
“minimum weld size” and “expulsion weld size” an input (Weld
Size) to the DoE, rather than using the current levels themselves.
The DoE analysis is built on the assumptions that the data is
normally distributed. Fundamentally, it is not reasonable to
expect the current levels to be permitted to vary towards infinity,
which is one of the assumptions of normally distributed data.
Used properly, the currents level data are instead represented as
measurements, rather than inputs, in the DoE. Consequently,
an appropriate transformation of the current levels will be
required to correctly estimate these values (normalization
transformation of data). If the current levels are substituted in
place of the phenomena they represent, then the weld robustness
data will become skewed. The important input factors are built
from how well variations in contrasting data are accounted
within the DoE. Literally hundreds of DoE experiments have
been planned, executed, and analyzed using this approach by
the author. This fundamental shift in the approach to DoE
testing improves the predictions of current levels, current ranges,
and our understanding (interpretation) of the test results.

Figure 3 - Fundamental Relationship in Variation in Current Level
due to Scatter from Repeated Testing
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